How Factors in Capital Ecosystems are
Perceived: A Case Study of Groningen
By Max Papo
The story of the Capital ecosystem of Groningen, and how it accelerates the growth of sustainable startups

So, you are a sustainable startup?

Yes, indeed! I'm an entrepreneur in Groningen and helping the
environment with technology. Groningen is a nice place .
However, I want to raise external capital. I believe the access
to capital in Groningen is underperforming for startups.

Wow, that is Interesting! MAybe we should
research what we can do to improve the capital
ecosystem of Groningen!

And this is
the capital
ecosystem:

Nice idea! So our question is: Why is Groningen as a
capital ecosystem underperforming according to
startups and investors? First we need to look into
literature!

Let ask 8 startups and 8
investors with semi-structured
interviews how they perceive
these factors.

1. The diversity and quantity of capital
Investors are not sustainability-oriented

Most startup funding is coming from 4
sources

Investment teams are lacking in diversity

(Ex-)Founders are not investing enough
capital in new startups

What should we do?
We should look at other, more mature,
ecosystems. Ecosystems like Boston or Silicon
Valley are further developed in sustainability
investing, Paying-it-forward and involving
more private capital in startup investments. we
should also actively work on diversity within
investment teams. this could for example start
with the fundright movement of techleap.

Then, we transcribe all our
interviews, code the data
and analyse this with a
semantic deductive
approach.

This is something i hear often. I even saw a research
where Groningen was a top-5 startup ecosystem.
However, access to capital is lacking because the
prevalence and intensity of investment is low.

Let's make a difference between sustainable entrepreneurial ecosystems,
and Capital ecosystems. This Figure shows the Sustainable Entrepreneurial
ecosystem:

We found three lacking factors. We with quotes and
descriptions we provided three lacking factors in the
capital ecosystem of Groningen, this includes
implications for sustainability research and practice.

2. Transparancy of the capital ecosystem
Startups do not know what to
do at which stage of their
growth

Startups do not know where
to go when they have a need of
funding

What should we do?
We should create a digital of
physical environment where
startup get the possibility to
discuss and ask for questions
regarding funding. The goal
must be to help and facilitate
startups

3. Style of investing
What should we do?

Startups are thinking locally

Investors are not taking all potential
growth into startup validations to
lower the valuation

Investors are taking as much equity as
possible

We should create a vision as capital
ecosystem of Groningen. We need to
start thinking about the future of the
ecosystem, capital and what this
means for stakeholders and how we
can meet international standards.
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